1 Introducing the method this talk we describe approximation procedures for curves in I R d which significantly improve the standard approximation order. These methods are based on the observation that the parametrization of a curve is not unique and can be suitably modified to improve the approximation order. Let
1 Introducing the method this talk we describe approximation procedures for curves in I R d which significantly improve the standard approximation order. These methods are based on the observation that the parametrization of a curve is not unique and can be suitably modified to improve the approximation order. Let C : t → (f 1 (t), , . . . , f d (t)) ∈ I R d , t ∈ [0, h] be a regular smooth curve in I R d . We want to approximate C using information at the points 0 and h by a polynomial curve
where X i (t), i = 1, . . . , d are polynomials of degree ≤ m. Furthermore, by a change of variables (replacing t by t h ) we may assume that h = 1. If we choose for X i (t), i = 1, . . . , d the piecewise Taylor polynomial of degree ≤ m, then P approximates C with order m + 1, i.e. f i (t) − X i (t) = O(t m+1 ), i = 1, . . . , d. A better approximation order appeared first for planar curves by generalization of cubic Hermite interpolation yielding 6 th order accuracy. In addition to position and tangent, the curvature is interpolated at each endpoint of the cubic segments. Let
be a planar curve. Let p(t) be a cubic polynomial curve that approximates the curve C using the conditions:
where i = 0, 1. Note that the curvature of p(t) and f (s) will be the same at the end points t = 0, t = 1. The polynomial p(t) is presented in the Bézier Form
where B 3 i (t) are the Bernstein polynomials, and b i , i = 0, 1, 2, 3 denote the Bézier control points. Applying these conditions gives
For the sake of simplicity, we define
Thus the equations become
The Bézier control points b 1 , b 2 are determined by two unknown parameters α 0 , α 1 . The curvatures at the end points t = 0, t = 1 are
, where
thus we have
Observing that
and set a = f 1 − f 0 , thus we get
Similar simplification at the other end point t = 1 gives
To summarize, we get the following nonlinear quadratic system
with the unknown parameters α 0 , α 1 . 
).
Example
Consider the circle
We want to find the cubic polynomial approximation p(t) that satisfies the nonlinear system at the points s 0 = 0 and s 1 = π/8, π/16, π/32. We compute p(t) at the starting point (s 0 = 0, s 1 = π/8), the other cases are similarly.
To solve the quadratic system we have to compute the following quantities:
.
Then the quadratic system becomes 0.382683432 α 0 = 0.0761204678 − 3 2 α A conjecture is studied, which generalizes Taylor theorem and achieves the accuracy of 2m for planar curves (rather than m + 1) in special cases.
be a regular smooth planar curve. We seek a polynomial curve
where X(t), Y (t) are polynomials of degree m, that approximate the planar curve C with high accuracy.
Conjecture: A smooth regular curve in I R exist. Thus, the parameter x = f (t) can be chosen as a local parameter for C, i.e
Again, since X(0) = 0, and X (0) > 0, the parameter x = X(t) can be chosen as a local parameter for P, i.e.
where
Thus, the parametrization for C is given by
Hence, the polynomial curve P approximates the planar curve C with order α ∈ I N iff
i.e., iff
.., α − 1, and X(0) = Y (0) = 0. Assume that X (0) = 1, then the system is determined by 2m − 1 free parameters. The conjecture follows by comparing the number of equations with the number of parameters.
Example: Cubic case
To illustrate the conjecture in a special case, a cubic parametrization P(t) is constructed to achieve the optimal approximation order 6. To this end, the following nonlinear system should be solved: 
This nonlinear system has a solution with some restrictions at the derivatives of φ, the following result shows an improvement of the standard Taylor approximation.
Theorem 2 For m > 3, define
Then for almost all (φ 1 , ..., φ m+n 1 ) ∈ I R m+n 1 there is a solution for the first m + n 1 equations.
As a second result we show that the conjecture is valid for a set of curves of non-zero measure, for which the optimal approximation order 2m is attained. To this end, we view equations m + 1, m + 2, . . . , 2m − 1 as a nonlinear system In fact, without loss of generality we may assume that (f 1 (0), , . . . , f d (0)) = (0, . . . , 0), (f 1 (0), . . . , f d (0)) = (1, 0, . . . , 0), so that for small t we can parameterize C in the form
Since f 1 (t) > 0 on a neighborhood U of 0, and t → x = f 1 (t) defines a diffeomorphism on a neighborhood of the origin of the x-axis. Thus, we can choose x as a local parameter for C, and get the equivalent representation
Similarly, since X 1 (0) = 0 and X 1 (0) > 0, thus the analogous is true for t → x = X 1 (t), and there is a second reparametrization t = X −1 1 (x) for the parameter t on P, and thus the curve C can be represented in the form
Thus, P approximates C with order α = α 1 +α 2 ; α 1 , α 2 ∈ I N, iff the parameterizations X i (t), i = 1, . . . , d are chosen such that
and derivative of X i (t) at t = 1 is given by the derivatives of X i (t) at t = 0 as follows
where X 
Conjecture:
A smooth regular curve in I R d can be approximated piecewise at two points by a parameterized polynomial curve of degree ≤ m with order α = (m + 1)
The significance of the improvement of the approximation order is relatively low for higher dimen-sions. Table 2 , . . . , φ
As a second result we show that the conjecture is valid for a set of curves of non-zero measure, for which the optimal approximation order m + 1 + n 2 , n 2 := (m − 1)/(d − 1) is attained. To this end, we solve the following system, which is equivalent to (1) for α = m + 1 + n 2 .
and for i = 2, 4, . . . , ev(d),
We set
1 (1)), and then combine these systems in one system such that the first n 2 equations for V 1 are from the first system (i.e. φ 1 (X 1 (t))− X 2 (t) = 0) and the second n 2 equations for V 2 are from the second system (i.e. φ 2 (X 1 (t)) − X 3 (t) = 0) and so on, into a system of the form F (Φ 1 , Φ 2 , . . . , Φ d−1 , V ), where V consists of the elements of V 1 , V 2 i.e. 
